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in the special methods employed.
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STUTTGART,

WUrtemberg, Ger¬

Patron: His Majesty the King of WUrtemberg.

Complete education for executants $nd teachers. Teaching staff of
43 Professors, amongst whom: Edmund Singer (Violin), Wilhelm
Speidel, Max Paner, G. Linder (Plano), S. de Lange (Organ and Compoeition), 0. Freytag, F. Pischek (Solo-singing). The Winter Term
commences October 16th. Prospectus free by application to the Sec re
tary. Stuttgart, July, 1899. Paor. Hits, Director.

Saturday, September 30th.

MRS. N. K. DARLINGTON,

86 Beacon Street, Boston, Mas

THEODORE PRESSER,

Fall Term Opens Monday, October 2d.
Pupils are requested to present themselves
for examination and enrollment on

in classes, is both simple and scientific in constructio
and is highly endorsed by leading musicians. Its ch
charm lies in its simplicity and truth. The practic
proof of its utility is demonstrated by the pleasure a
knowledge the children gain from joining the class
taught by teachers who have studied Kindergarten Mu
Building under Mrs. N. K. Darlington, author a
originator of the method.
During the season of 1899 and 1900 classes will
formed in Boston. For circnlars and information send

New Eiglii Cisemtory of Music,
Founded in 1863 by Dr. Ebon Tonrjdo.
CHAS. P. GARDINER, President.
GEORGE W. CHADWICK, A.M.. Director

1708 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphi

ADKINSON MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM.

Already Introduced Into twenty-three State* and Terrltorlea of
Union, and into Canada.
IMPROVED EDITION. PRICE REDUCED TO *2.00

Inquire of M. B. ADKINSON, Jaffaraon, low

Class and private lessons.

COLiLtEGE OF MUSIC, C0daI^a.P‘d

Special courses in Ear-Training and Theory, History
of Music, and Physical and Mental Training, FREE
to aLl registered pupils.

The acknowledged leading school in the West.
Methods of instruction endorsed by artists.
20 teachers from best European and American neboo •
Mr. Hall’s boy soprano’s singing before the De
tndor
Plancon, and other operatic artists brought forth the n'earty
ment of the method of instruction used by Mr. Dali. — OMcar
dated Press Dispatches. Send for new prospectus to

Pupils received for Private Lessons at any time.
Send for prospectus (32 pp.) giving full particulars of
the unique methods of the School.
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AMERICA
-IH
Bra

DBeanaleH

laatroction'in^Snafc'Mmficil^o'mpoidtion^an^EIocutlon*^

send or call for illustrated prospectus and calendar

The Clavier Company Piano School,
26 West 15th Street,
NEW YORK.

HARMONY AND MUSICAL THEORY—Bv Mail
A, taught by Oarl Edvard Woodrttf, Concert Pi*md, Thaorut and cJmpZsr
containing valuable information and describing thi,
method will be sent on receipt of vonr address if von
Krona. This pamphie, .bool'd be fn the
o,'
Send lor it To-day I
Address CARL E. WOODRUFF, Franklin Park, III.

WILLIAM J. HALL, Directo

__

FRANK W. HAIE, General Manager,
Franklin Square, Boston, Mast

T,|io!l School^ —
Vo fSWrABDElL,OTT:Dl«^0'C
48-52 Seneca Si.

Utica N.Y.

Unsurpassed advantages for the Study
of Pianoforte Playing and Vocal Culture

seventh School Year opens Sep.II: |RQq
Send for Prospectus. Mailed Free3

The Foremost Music School of America^

Hem York...
-^College of JVlusie
128, 130 East 58th

Street.

ALEXANDER LAMBERT, Director.

The College offers unequaled advantages- A
branches of music taught. Special depar
for beginners. Students received daily.

those who are gaining wealth want to vie with others in

the foreign appellation still seems to possess some mys

to sound; the Peters edition of the Mozart Sonatas is a

display ; parents are more ready to spend freely for the

terious and magic drawing power at the box-office. One
of the idols has lately been married, and even this fam¬

the use of the ancient breve in the first two studies o

ily misfortune is being used in an advertising way, and

dementi’s Gradus, causing much doubt, misconception,

we read columns of rot on the subject, which are in¬

and unhappiness on the part of many earnest seekers tor
enlightenment.

training and accomplishments of their children, and
social life in general shows more animation ; churches
spend more for music. We all know what a place
music fills in the social and art life of a community, and

tended to prove that curiosity will be agog to ascertain

the musician, professional as well as amateur, is in
strong evidence everywhere.

whether his playing has changed since the ceremony

It is not at all needful for us to draw on our imagina¬

“after,” and we expect to see many learned disserta¬
tions on the subject, expounding the influence of mar¬
riage on piano playing.

tions for a picture of the conditions which surround the
music teacher in a good year. Every teacher who has

was performed.

This is a

case of “before”

and

been in the profesnon for some time can recall seasons
when he was busy, likewise all his fellows; recitals
were frequent, concerts numerous, engagements many ;
if one pupil left, another took his place ; choral societies
flourished ; new organs were built and choirs enlarged
These good days, and better still, let us hope, are at
hand, and it behooves a teacher to be ready to piofit to
the uttermost by the opportunities before him.

Let

him be alert to keep his work before the public ; no ex¬
travagant sell-laudation ; no deprecatory attitude
toward his rivals ; genial, social, public-spirited, upright,
and honest in all his dealings; ready for business, and
willing to seek for it if it should not come to him. Let
him advertise; use his local papers to bring pupils to
him ; the musical papers to bring his name before the

An exchange considers it a hopeful sign that the

tical teaching purposes.

Four of the older masters dis¬

liked the use of grace notes and resorted to almost

anything in order to avoid them, even writing 1 -128tb

Liszt, the master of the cadenza,

however, utilized the “little jokers” constantly.

titled aristocracy and the untitled plutocracy of England
and America are beginning to take an interest in music •
tins is arrant nonsense.
The artists who hang on the
outskirts of society rank but very little higher in the
social scale than the butlers and chefs ; they depend on
the whims of inflated ignoramuses, eke out a precarious
existence, and only subsist at the expense of whatever
self respect they may have started in with.
Of course
there are exceptions, but real progress has always come
from the foundation, from the

people at large ;

the

gallery contains more of the actual musical element at
the opera and symphony concerts than the boxes or
parquet.

I have always held that there are just as good fish in

the sea as were ever caught, and that we are writing bet¬
ter music than our “ four]others,” Bach, Mozart, Haydn,
and Beethoven. They did their work at their appointed

time, and did it well ; but, having created certain art
forms, they became the slaves of the same. One can not
help being impressed with the enormous amount of indi¬
viduality as expressed by our modern masters. Sinding s
“Spring Song,” Bruno Oscar Klein’s “Swallows,” and

Macdowell’s Barcarolle, opus 18, are strong examples of
the essential peculiarities which have made modern
music what it is. It abounds in descriptiveness and
definite musical imagery, and Benjamin Godard can

There

We all look forward to a prosperous season; if we did

should be work enough for all, those whose fee is modest
as well as those who get the top price for lessons. Just

not we would quit the profession. General prosperity
or business depression does not affect music teaching so

as some must be content with modest dress and house¬
hold ware, so there are many who can not pay more than

much as might be supposed. Give people the luxuries
of life, and they will take care of the necessities ; but it

■ '(> cents for a lesson, but between this and $5.00 is a

behooves every one to be on the alert, for competition

wide range and plenty of room for teachers of varyine
reputations.
6

is Strong and capable, and it will never do to rest on your

Let ns musicians, artists, teachers, pupils, dealers
manufacturers, all set to work to make so much busine*

waiting to get your job, and there is an everlasting army

that all previous records will seem like the lean kine of
the scriptural allegory.

Some consensus of opinion would seem in order to set¬
tle this burning question, even approximately, for prac¬

notes in preference

profession. He should decide on a standard of price and
should then stick to it; that price has a great deal to do
with what others think of a teacher’s abilities.

bad offender in this resoect; the same edition continues

ars or laurels ; if yon do you are lost, for there are nfany
of competent* and incompetents let loose every y“r
on the suspect,ng public.

It takes many years to build

pa following, and business sometimes has a way of
Iding its tent and stealing away like the Arab of old

safely he included in this list of new immortals, of
whom Moszkowski is the doyen.

A study of his new

concerto in E raises this master enormously in one s esti
mation. Compared to it, the Chopin concertos are kin¬
dergarten music, technically. The themes are profoundly
musical; the development is logically built up; there i*
no padding, and it is in every way a delightful musicn
experience.

In comparison with this work the Czerny

like passages of the Beethoven concertos pall into iusig
nificance.

The only way to keep abreast of the times is

to be in touch with the developments of our day.

- 0

one can afford to ignore the good work of his contemp0
ranes.

made a great hit with the Minneapolis public.
gagement has been prolonged two weeks.

The en¬

A report comes from Italy that Mascagni and
Gabiielle d’Annunzio will collaborate in an opera to be
founded on Ariosto's “Orlando Furioso.”
Mr. Henry Schoknfei.d, of Chicago, won the prize

offered by Henri Marteau for the best violin sonata by an
American composer.

It contains three movements.

A MUSICAL clock has been made for the emperor of
China ; besides pointing out the correct time, it will play
selections with a fully equipped automatic orchestra.
It is understood that Dr. C. Harford Lloyd, a wellknown English organist and composer, is to succeed Sir
John Stainer as professor of music in Oxford University.
Don Lorenzo Perosi, the Italian priest-com poser,

English band.

Paris news is that an effort is on foot to give festival

And now comes along an antiquarian who says that

“ Yankee Doodle ” dates back to 1200, and originated in
the Roman Catholic Church.

Play it slowly on a big

organ with massive harmonies and you have an old
ecclesiastical chant.

KkmenYI 8 hope that his famous Stradivarius violin
would

not be bought up by a collector and hung

in a case has been fulfilled.

Mr. Franz Kaltenborn, of

New York, has bought the instrument.
price is said to have been $6000.

The purchase

A leading newspaper makes the statement that
Melba has earned a million dollars since she has been
singing, and that one-half of the amount was earned in
this country.
An investigator into the duration of the popularity of
songs says that two years is a long lease of life and six

of the size advocated by Berlioz in his famous “Treatise

on Instrumentation,” which was 465 instruments, di¬

vided as follows: Violins, 120; violas, 40; ’cellos, 45;

three-string double basses, 18 ; four string, 15 ; octo-

basses, 4 ; flutes, 6 large and 4 third flutes ; picolos,

4 ; oboes, 6 ; English horns, 6 ; saxophones, 5 ; bassoons,

16; clarinets, 15, various kinds; horns, 16; trumpets,

8; cornets, 6 ; trombones, 12 ; ophicleides, 3; tubas,

2 ; harps, 30 ; pianofortes, 30 ; organ, 1 ; kettle-drums,

Professor Emil Breslaur, founder of ‘1 Der Klavier-

Lehrer,” a leading German musical journal, died July

8 pairs ; side-drums, 6 ; bass drums, 3; cymbals, 4;
triangles, 6 ; glockenspiel, 6 ; various other specialties,

26th.

20.

Professor Breslaur was the author of a number of

theoretic books, studies, and other educational works,
as well as a well-known composer.

who won sudden fame with his oratorios during the last
year, has declared his intention of attempting song com¬
position.

concerts at the Exposition, with an enormous orchestra

The var'ons managers of musical attractions look for¬
ward to a good business this season. Different ones
report a number of engagements already made.

Mr. Fritz Scheel, conductor of the symphony con¬

certs of the San Francisco Orchestra, has been in the East
this summer in charge of the orchestra at Woodside
Park, Philadelphia.

Mr. Scheel won much praise, and

The

has accepted a proposition to remain in Philadelphia

stare, like Paderewski, Joseffy, and other well-known
artists, have extensive tournees laid out.

and take charge of the Philadelphia Symphony Society,

An organization is being formed in

London, to be

known as “ The Oxford and Cambridge Musical Club,”

the foremost organization of amateurs in the United
States.

Friends of the Society have come to the assist

ance of the Board of Managers, and money has been

for the purpose of encouraging the practice and knowl¬

raised sufficient to assure Mr. Scheel remunerative work

Sentimental songs last longer

edge of chamber music. A home will be secured for the
club. Dr. Joachim is to be the president.

in other ways.
Mr. Scheel was born in Lubeck, Germany, and at the

Little Paloma Schramm, the California child pianist,

organ of the church of St. John, Leipzig,
Germany, has been offered for sale. This organ was

and showed splendid talent as a violinist.

months a good average.
than humorous.

is said to lie ill from overwork.

Parents are apt to al¬

low their cupidity to work serious injury to their
talented children.
A German correspondent says that the Kaiser will
compile the text for a sacred oratorio on the life of Jesus
Christ, the idea having been conceived during the recent
visit to Palestine.
Judging from the number of new schools and con¬

The

inaugurated by Sebastian Bach in 1744, and pronounced
faultless by him. What a contrast its action must make
with the modern organ with pneumatic action !
The U. S. Treasury statistics for June, 1899, show

that the United States is keeping up the remarkable gain
in the exportation of musical instruments that has been
noted from time to time in The Etude. We are send¬
ing pianos and organs to all parts of the world.

servatories in all parts of the country, teachers must
find that the conservatory system attracts a goodly por¬
tion of the public.

An English musician, writing of the congregational

v Mk-

AlMi

Lachaume,

pianist who

toured

with

has been en«aBed as a teacher for
the Philadelphia Musical Academy, Mr. Richard Zeckwer, director. Karl Doell, solo violinist of the Philhar¬

early age of ten began conducting a juvenile orchestra,

Later he

went to Leipzig and studied violin playiDg under Ferdin

and David, and was made concert master of the Bremen
City Orchestra.

Some years later he was made director

of the Municipal Orchestra in Chemnitz, Saxony,
ing seventy-two instrumentalists and a chorus of

under his baton, and played for aU the great violin'8
and pianists of Germany, especially winning recognition

from Rubinstein. In 1890 he went to Hamburg, 80
alternated with von Biilow in conducting the sub*cnp
tion concerts.

In 1893 he came to the United Sta ^

and led concerts at the World’s Fair, and from t
went to San Francisco.
Philadelphia has a 8 ro
acquisition in Mr. Scheel.

to stand for activity rather than for information ; more
for being than for having been ; more for learning than
for having learned ; more for the life of conquest through
activity than for the life of beiDg conquered by inac¬
tivity. Furthermore, it is recognized as essential that
the cultivation of power in a broad curriculum is neces¬
sary to the thorough initiation into the world of one
specialty. And thus the entrance upon exclusive resi¬
dence in one’s specialty is being deferred as long as
possible.

II.
This is somewhat of the point of view of the modern
teacher. He regards education no longer as something to
be acquired in the units of knowledge, bnt as something
to be acquired in the units of power. The teacher begins
with the child not on the basis of attempting to transfer
knowledge bodily from his mind to that of the child
but on the basis of cultivating power.
The teacher
recognizes now that nothing goes in, but that all comes
out.

He reaches the child not by forced entrance bnt by

drawing the child out into life on as many planes as
possible.

The cultivation of activity in the child is

so momentous that it shows itself immediately in the
broader heritage.
In the beginning, children may do many things coincidently : music and science, language and numbers •
and the acti vity called for by each is simply conceived
if the mind is not stultified by information concerning
them which is not, at present, useful. Recognizing that
the child must be active, the teacher strives so to over¬
come the conditions in which he finds the child as to
permit him to go to work significantly. He refrains
from deluging the child with inessentials.

There is no

burning desire to transfer lumps of information from

The great result of this is the condition already ex¬
pressed here activity. The young man or woman who
has come to early mature years of the training of which

perfection of habitual neatness—does he imagine th

we have spoken arrives there in working order.

The

his slovenliness, carelessness, whatever it may be, w

is established ; the demand within

escape her eye, accustomed to examine at first sigh

habit of action

which is felt for action making for useful and noble
ends is satisfied

in some fonu of creation

first principles.

They are the essential element in view

cesses will accord, always, with his familiarity with the

The in¬

active toleration of a dog is impossible; and life is
strenuous.

Are the chances in his favor enhanced ?

Appearances count. It is not all music, nor enthu
siasm, nor powerful recommendation. Mnsie teache

are apt to forget this. Mothers like to send their daugh

Out of a nation of people there always come significant ones. In every age some men perceive clearly the

ters to one who shows success, and the way of the woil

possibilities of the life of which we have spoken, and
have insisted even to the point of death on becoming

less men have not been, as a rule, successes, and th

themselves. Such men insist on the right (not on the
privilege of being unattached ; of being free from the

needed ; but a systematic care of the body and of i

slavery of he neighborhood. They have not sought a
profession because their place in society assures them a
lmng through that particular channel.

They create a

ir" 5ULer« drUj In

»»

.
'
T'y bave been strenuous for themselves •
strenuous to make places not to take them. The mo-

is to include neatness in success—for the slovenly, care
world has sized up this fact.

Excessive neatness is no

vestments is as surely one of the elements of success i
our profession as is technical skill.

It may at times b

more, for mankind often runs after appearances alone

Let him who reads this remember, however, that th

best time to form a habit of neatness is in youth, be
fore his public career begins.

Let him bfgin now.

Tsse^on of If7
he *’ l° the ex‘™‘of his
possession of it, an inspiration. It is easy to see why ■
he is not drawing the breath of life through, the horsepipe of a conventional opinion.
The mnsie l,«ch„
,he
„f

Music teaching is one of the few avocations in which
novelty does not end with the acquisition of experience

\Z

a ,?'

Music is always new and ever novel. It is not as a pro
fession largely remunerative. There is no possibility o

itself
self.

mter
jeR ^
^ '0ftiIy and >,r0cIa™«
Otherwise, how little it seems ! How little good

“? ™“ "ft <“ if TIMV I. «ot «“

here seems to be in training awkward fingers of unwiL
MusicS noto/tb d° r Wtiftl ^ ^beautifully !
tionTn t Th
'remeDt fr°m life bat of Participaessence of

the^

that ali th« rare

world-advancement such as opens to the successful pby
sician or scientist.

No political promotion is p.v——

such as comes to the lawyer or great journalist.

Th*

musician can not enter into his career with any tb°n8

of preeminence other than may come from his own ar
work, and unless be can find satisfaction in the rare

wealth of music itself, and be contented with a moderate

the older mind to the younger ; one is now dealing in
and to follow whither they lead enables the teacher so
to trau, the pupil as to enable him to deduce information
from .chat he doer,. Hence, his definitions and his pro¬

from her finely appointed, scrupulously cared-for hous

and introducing a daughter, who, like’ herself, is th

made richer ; giving, more comes £?

return in money for his talents and his time, then fnilnr*
is as certain as success is sure to the ones who enter o

music’s sake rather than the pursuit of Mammon.
as Emerson says, “Nothing great was ever achieve
without enthusiasm.” In music without enthusiasm
nothing at all can be accomplished that is worth living
—“ Presto.”

impulse.

This touch is very effective and important,

combined with a very slight fall of the hand—i. e.,
arranging the fingers for a chord jnst above the keys, at
a distance of perhaps an inch or less.

Make the touch

by fallmg upon the keys and biting in with the triceps
at the same time. This touch makes a deep and musi¬
cal tone, and is emphatic.

It is much used by artists.

Mason is the first piano technician, so far as I know
who has ever pointed out the action of the triceps muscle
in playing. While I would not go so far as he does and

kept up according to the same pattern.

Begin now

with alternations of whole pulses and divided pulses,

use one or the other, according to which you want.

such as * in the following: 1 quarter, 4 sixteenths; 1

arm, suitable for heavy chords.

quarter, 4 sixteenths.

to discount, as it is very difficult to obtain a really mu¬

Have her listen to this rhythm

sical effect by its use.

write it. Or have her listen and play it after you, and then

chords which are somewhat detached.

write it.

In this way you go on from one kind of divi¬

ceps touch made exactly in the same manner, without

sion to another. Combined pulses will first be those of
two pulses, then three, then of one pulse and a half, etc

is a combination of down arm where the fall is very
short, not more than half an inch or so, and the triceps

The up arm is suitable for heavy

springing away from the keys.

pronounce it the emotional center of playing, it is one

In short, get a tonic sol-fa standard course, and’you
will find the subject of rhythmics rationally treated

touch.

' on-will also find it handled helpfully in the » Primer of

beautiful harmonic quality.

looseness.

Music ” by Dr. Mason and myself.

artists.

But

This touch is subject

and define it to you ; then she should play it; then

of the most important touches we have. The extreme
oscillation of wrist in the arm touches is for the sake of
In actual playing it is often lessened.

Of

arm motions or touches there are three or four: Down

But unless you base

There is a tri¬

This is useful.

There

This gives a musical tone with great decision and
This touch is much used by

The forms in the book are exercise forms in¬

after any strong touch, whether finger, hand, or arm

your studies of rhythm upon a fundamental feeling for

tended to give yon complete looseness of the whole

the wrist must he instantly relaxed.

This is necessary

pulsation and measure, you will never arrive at really

playing apparatus.

m order to retain elasticity for the next following touch.

good rhythm-and there is no other one quality in

motion can be dispensed with.

Allegro ma non troppo ” means quick, hut not too
quick. A good musical dictionary will tell you such
things as this.

which singers are so atrociously deficient. Singers
have absolutely no sense of rhythm whatever, and they

tone and ease in playing.

want, the artistic part is satisfied ; when you do this

give their singing teachers no end of trouble.

easily,j economy
is ndlloUCU<
satisfied.
vwiiuiuj IQ

My

Twenty Lessons to a

Beginner ”

is

for a

beginner in piano-playing ; and, therefore, do not dis¬
pense with the instrument. When you mean to learn
to swim, water of sufficient depth is advisable.

You

could rehearse the motions in your bedroom, no doubt

Away from the piano you do not

have music ; and in the beginning the pupil has too
little tonal imagination to “play hear” successfully
without the correction of actually hearing the tones
produced.

has a Thousand Eyes. ” There are some lovely kinder¬
garten songs, very bright and pleasing. The publisher
of The Etude will send them.

is one of the

have to learn this part of their training.

neglect even in piano technics.
Much classic music is popular—in the sense of being

But they

ought to begin with it. Because an accompanist can
follow a singer in her ill-considered vagaries of rhythm

:™

«■* -.«»»Eiis
'b"mC,'ri*l,'■

T>»* >* °o

musician.but have played the D^nomn8111 n,0t 8 reKular
fifteen years and aim
strong.
be.

ta b! P

° rn?reor less for about

TheV are nYin Y1' “* *»««■ limber and
7
6 Dot ln 80 8°0,1 order as they ought to

exirJiiracSjding'to1 E COnsidere,d
five-finger
■surprised to hear you sS\ and ™8
If they have been discard? ^ em as old-fashioned.
would like to know what h ^L.K“ethi^ better’ 1

All

the composers had spells of noddiDg. You know them
by the stupid sound. Just apply your common sense
Is the piece musical ?
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Do not

dearly loved by all musical people who know it.

and listen.

The beet of Mrs. Oaynor’s soDgs are in her “Album
of Seven Songs” and “Album of Six Songs,” which may
be had for high or low voice. In the former the two
best are probably “If I were a Bee” and “The Night

Common sense
vUlilUIV/Il
ovuov

most useful qualities of the human mind.

but there are sensations accompanying immersion in the

musical idea first.

What you are after is

When you get the tone yon

they come to opera or any kind of concerted music, they

liquid which would be likely to render your technic
imperfect. My “ Twenty Lessons” is a method of starting
a very young pupil upon the piano in a way to place the

When

In actual use a part of the extra

which the piece represents ?

Can I make it musi¬

Do I care for the mood

If a piece is pleasing and

represents a pleasing mood, it will be popular as soon as
heard.

Many people do not listen.

They have music

played over them, like water over a duck’s back,
does not penetrate within.

B

The so-called classic com¬

posers were generally a well-meaning lot of men whom
tended to write pleasing music, according to the ideas o
their own time.

Some did this so well that their music

proves attractive a century or two later.
again, and think it over quietly.

ListeD, listen

“ By their fruits Je

shall know them.”
is !ht°v ^ Y°W What 70n mea" ^ Inrnb piano

If it

—By despising himself too ranch a man comes
worthy of his own contempt—A mi el.

lobe

latter lays stress upon melody, and regards music hori¬
zontally.

In

the harmonic school music moves in

solid chord-blocks ; in the contrapuntal there must be
an approximate degree of interest in each voice. When
the two are fitly joined together, so that, although each
voice has its individual melodic contour, these voices
when sounded together may lie reduced to chords (if you
will), there results the consummate master, like Bach.
This same principle, applied to more modern’harmonies^
is strikingly illustrated by Wagner in the overture to
“Die Meistersinger.”
It is as inexplicable as it is true, that to day, in
America, there exists just about the same indifference

consonant harmony.
Nothing will arouse and hold the interest of the stu¬
vidual composition.

When basses are first harmonized,

ask the student to “ compose ” basses ; do the same with
melodies.

Nothing will so soon show what may and

what may not be done as this—that is to say, nothing save
counterpoint.

Continue this work as new elements are

introduced, always keeping in mind the “rules.”

But

besides this encourage the more individual and natural
speech of pure fantasy.
Ask the student to depict a scene, express an emo¬
tional state—a tone-poem of any sort.

Last season I

to the study of counterpoint that existed twenty years
ago for the study of harmony. It is not surprising

urged a young woman, who was just beginning the study

that

of the dominant seventh chord, to bring me something
in the way of “program music.” The next week she

the average student, who has a vague notion

that counterpoint is hopelessly uninteresting, should
wish to avoid it; but for an intelligent teacher, who

came with the Church Scene in “Faust,”

should know that it may be made most attractive, and

thirty-two measures she had crowded Faust and Mar¬

that in essence harmony and counterpoint are not two

guerite, Mephistopheles, the angels and the demons

studies, but only two branches of one greater study such
an attitude is inexplicable. If signs which seem unmis¬

m™7b Tl The re8Ult "'afi rude’ ^lettered, alTnd he
! ™ lndividual- rugged, sincere, natural,
and healthful. The next week there was a sea-piece

takable in their import are not misleading, twenty years
hence harmony and counterpoint will not be separated as
they are to-day, and the latter will have been recognized
a charming study.
I have suggested that too great value may be given
to the study of harmony alone, and that I believe we
have gone to that extreme in America.

Proof of this

may be found upon examination of the songs written by
the

younger generation of American composers who

have not studied in Europe, where harmony and coun¬
terpoint go hand-in-hand. The most serious fault with
nearly all of these writers is that they are too harmonic
The chords move in solid blocks in the accompaniment
while the melody (the essential part of a song) moves in'
any one of the several ways in which a melody may
move, with a given harmonic mass underneath.

In about

There was the storming sea, the crying sailors, the harp¬
ing mermaids, then the crash on the rocks.
I'tlt

At last

,™ condensing one of Crawford’s novels

TJrr™ measnres! Thi8
an effort in the
ght direction and if carried on with the other work
t will lead to the right kind of results
We are told that Franck, the father of the more
tof Th r? BCh°01’ S0°ght’ ab°Vea11 el8e in Ws teach.
g, to help his students to express the personal note
f a passage seemed to him ugly at first hearing instead
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Learn, as soon as you play at all, to connect and to

disconnect tones according to audible reason.

As the

blurring buzz of slovenly conversation, and as the

wearisome chatter of the myriads of pestilent sparrows

that chase away all other better songsters, so is the

meaningless stringing together of notes without punc¬
tuation.

Give the melody, or the chief note, twice or it may

hap thrice the strength of the other tones which sur¬
round it, lest all meaning be lost.

The father should

speak louder than the children, if there is to be wisdom
in the circle of the family.

Sing ever, for the music

which singeth not is not music.

The test of the classic

is not that it hath little, but that it hath much melody.

Brood upon your music until it becomes a part of you,

until the playing of it is an inner necessity to your own
nature, until you play it as if you were improvising it-

Whenever from the vast and immeasurable ocean of
life an exquisite shell has been cast at your feet, take it
up reverently, listen
voice.

to it till you catch its inmost

As in the hollow chamber of the shell hovers a

shadow of sound, like the vast murmur of the sea, so
in the innermost structure of every real piece of music
there whis]>ers the life of the universe, of the spirit
world, of God.
Whether thou art a brute or a seraph ; whether thou
art a blacksmith or a harper ; whether thou shouldst be
employed in hammering out horseshoes for coarsest
utilities of earth, or shouldst be authorized to work in
the aerial handicraft of a tone-artificer, all this an
more is evident to those with ears when thou

wakenes

the keyboard of the piano—nay, more : to him who ha
a brain beyond his mere ears it is clear whether thou

Harmony should precede counterpoint for a brief
period, and at this time, just before the season opens
the teacher is examining past results to see if they cor-

PEARLS FROM THE PROVERBS OF A
PIANIST.

dent so much as to encourage him to do bits of indi¬

hast lived nobly or bestially.

—kssktssk

Beware how thou tout >

est the sacred treasury of music, lest death come upon
thee as upon Achan of old.

ceive the effect of difference in size in the construction
of the piano ; would understand something of that
“draftingthe scale,” which always mystifies him when
used by the piano salesman ; would comprehend the
reason of the difference in tone-quality between a concert-grand and a baby grand, and would view the appli¬
cation of the canons in every stringed instrument from
banjo to piano.
The third lesson might deal with sounding-boards and
boxes. In this lesson the student would learn how
nature has guided man in musical construction ; the
drum of the ear would give the principle of a sound¬
box, sound holes and all, and the principle of the reso¬
nance of the violin, the inferiority of the banjo, the use
of the apertures in the front board of violin, guitar, or
mandolin, and various other mysteries would become
very clear.
The next lesson, or possibly two lessons, could be
applied to teaching the “chord of nature,” the princi¬
ple of the overtones.

With these two lessons the entire

mouth-pieces of organ pipes, and through these we come

uminous accordion-pleated flounce.

to the whole family of musical tubes; the flute, oboe,

tained conscientious scruples, be it said to her credit, b

horns, bassoons, etc , can pass rapidly in review, and by

the

the end of this lesson the pupil arrives at the ability of

have presented a more preposterous spectacle than th

judging of the pitch and quality of tone of an instru¬

little fat woman when she appeared all attired in thi

cornet,

French horn, trombone, trumpet,

bugle—the entire family of brasses would be clearly un¬
derstood with a comprehension of the division of vibra¬
tions in the chord of nature.

The use of the mixture

stops and the transposing stops (quint, twelfth, etc.) of
the organ would now be readily grasped, and the knowl¬
edge of the causes underlying differences in quality of
tone would no longer be a mystery. The next lesson,
growing most logically out of this, would be an explana¬
tion of the scale of nature, the

true proportions of

vibrations in the succession of tones which we call a
scale.

The fact that all the tones that we hear in our

musical system are slightly out of tune would be ex¬
plained by giving the evolution of the “tempered scale”
which we employ, and the fact of Bach's composition of
“The Well tempered Clavichord” to establish it, would
give to the pupil a clear instance of a point where com¬
position and acoustics join hands.

The student would

intuitively deiend the “tempered ” system agiinst those

little fat woman would have it.

Nothing cou

ment which he has never heard sounded. This capability

her newest finery ; for, not content with the flounce

can be tested by bringing different-shaped organ pipes

skirt alone, she had augmented the ludicrous elle

into the class-room and causing the students to demon¬
strate their pitch and tone before sounding.

by a wavy, bead betrimmed cape and a gigantic plume

Last, and most wonderful of all, comes the beautiful
demonstration of that sympathy of sounds for other
sounds of the same pitch which is called synchronism.

hat.
And
height 1

this on a corpulent person, five feet i

And so it is with pianoforte methods.

Long, lank

pupils have been known to struggle unsuccessfully wit

That an instrument will speak if one sounds a tone

the low-8 tool position on which their teachers insisted

which it produces is the least of this wonderful mys¬

and short, pudgy students have almost cracked the

tery of nature ; that a building will rock, that an entire

spines in their vain endeavors to comfortably reach th

hall will tremble, if we but sound its fundamental tone
or pipe one of its overtones long enough, begins to dem¬

proclaim crooked fingers the only safe road to virtuosity

onstrate to the student a power which is as great as that
of electricity and greater than that of steam-a power

keys from an excessively high perch.

Some method

other methods condemn all and any position except tha

produced by almost straight joints ; some advise th

of whose application, however, we are as yet totally
ignorant.
J

swoop, others the clutch ; some the low hands, some th

The fact that every hall lends itself most readily to

high hands.
Now, it seems to me that, while conceding that som

principle of the playing of brass instruments would be
revealed ;

The modiste ente

some especial pitch, that every opera-house is in itself a
musical instrument, will open a new field of wonder to
the musical student. That we have lost the art of archi¬
tectural acoustics (I firmly believe that the ancients
possessed it), that we build our concert-halls in the
dark as to their tonal result, that Sayles Memorial Hall
d fficnunt

er8ity’ " m06t Wtifal t0 8ee

“ost

few of the 81Dg a' 3nd n°b0dy Can m ^-thefce *re a
ffw of the wonders and problems of the final lesson
rider ifThe1 ?
of «>• unprejudiced
reader, it the study of so many acoustic laws the
unveiling of so many mysteries, is of practical value to
the musician or not.

The writer of this article has for many years nut in

Eon :;rv,k:the above °awined-and
t

iTl their

r8Wh° had 8tUdied ik ^ened
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a wWer field tL
advanted and
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more and more into practical use.

fi"ed
eoming

■Nor should we lose

carefully devised method must form the basis of all in

struction, it is carrying a point too far to insist on it
rigid enforcement in every individual.

Two things ar

absolutely essential to the production of an artist ®*®
and freedom from affectation. If the performer be un

comfortably seated, or cramped in the arm by ® t0
serious adherence to the dictates of the method, it stan
to reason that his playing will also be cramped an

forced, and the impossibility of producing a good toue'
self evident.

Then, too, we are frequently pained I

the spectacle of pianists whose main ambition seems
be to make the most uncouth bodily gyrations poss>
in the human form. Should it at any time b*®0®
necessary for a pianist to render a program seated on

sight behind an upright piano, the assembled an ie^

will unquestionably be content to hear the music, "l ^
outseeing the hands flying periodically over the top
the instrument. Again, every audience is more a
when the player sits firmly on the piano stool, and,

®

Schopenhauer Wagner’s favorite philosopher.

Muster¬

ing up my best German, somewhat worn from disuse,
I gave speech to my views, after the manner of a garru¬
lous old man who hates to be put on the shelf before he
is quite disabled.

that and the moon.

Gadski was not an ideal Eva in

sorted largely to the recitative to express the words

Meistersinger while Demuth was an excellent Hans

truthfully, in a musical sense.

Sachs.

The Brunhilde was Ellen Gulbranson, a Scandi¬

the true remedy, for it deprives music of its most char¬

She was a heroic icicle that Wagner himself

acteristic and beautiful feature : melody, the emblem of

navian.

That, however, is not

could not melt. Schumann Heink as Magdalene in Meis¬
tersinger was simply grotesque. Van Rooy’s Walther I

soul elevation and higher aspiration.

Ach! but I caught it, ach! but I was pulverized and
left speechless by these devotees of the Hammer-philos¬
opher, Nietzsche. I was told that Wagner was a fairly

missed. Hans Richter conducted my favorite of the
\\ agner music dramas, the touching and pathetic Nu¬

capable of sustaining, in the first place, close analogy

remberg romance, and to my surprise went asleep over
the tempi. He has the technique of the conductor but

ondly, to develop a life of its own.

the elbow-grease was missing. He too is old, but better
one aged Richter than a caveful of spry Siegfried Wag¬
ners 1
6

the melody they combated.

good musician, although no inventor of themes.

He

had evolved no new melodies but his knowledge of har¬
mony, above all his constructive power, were his best
recommendations. As for his abilities as a dramatic
poet ; absurd ! His metaphysics were green with age,
his theories as to the syntheses of the arts silly and
impracticable, while his Schopenhauerism, pessimism
and the rest sheer dead weights that were slowly but
none the less surely strangling his music.

When I

asked how this change of heart came about, how all
that I had supposed that went to the making of the
Bayreuth theories was exploded moonshine, I was curtly
reminded of Nietzsche.
Nietzsche again, always this confounded Nietzsche,
who, marl as a hatter at Naumburg, yet contrives to hyp¬
notize the younger generation with his crazy doctrines of
force, of the great Blond Barbarian, of the Will to Des¬

I shan’t bother you any more as to details.

Bayreuth

is not the exalted place my imagination pictured it.

It

is full of ghosts,-the very trees on the terrace whisper

It is just this ele¬

ment of melodv which makes music a complete art,
with other arts and taking equal rank with them ; secNeither Gluck, Gretry, nor Wagner were wanting in
On the contrary, it is just

their melodies which made them famous, not their recita¬
tives which we endure with infinite pains.

What do the

musical people at large know and remember of Gluck ?
His melody of the “Lost Eurydiee.”
Wagner in our very present?

What best of

His “ Pilgrim Chorus,”

the names of Liszt and Wagner-but Madame Cosima is

“ Walter’s Prize Song,” “The Evening Star,” “The

running the establishment for all there isin it financially
-excuse my slang—and so Bayreuth is deteriorating
I saw her, Liszt’s daughter, von Billow, and Wagner’s

Bridal Chorus 1 ”

utterly independent of any words ; needing none.

w.fe-or rather widow-aud her gaunt frame, strong if

such a manuer that each shall be beautiful alone, and

And

what are they?

It is possible, however, to unite melody and poetry in
still much more beautiful when united.

theg ntt
the past

rTrgaVtme the8ight °fan°ther Sh°st *<>m
Ghosts, ghosts, the world is getting old and

“Tunes,”

Of this Wag¬

ner has written little or nothing, for with him it is either

weary and astndeof it j ust now is the pessimist Nietzsche,

independent tune which no words can improve or reci¬
tative—miles of it.

the inherent immorality of Wagner’s music. I came to
Bayreuth to criticise ; I go away praying, praying for

who, disguised as a herculean boy is deceiving his wor¬
shippers with the belief that he is young and a preacher
of the joyful doctrines of youth.

plished it.

the mental salvation of his new expounders, praying
that this poisonous nonsense will not reach us in
America. But it will.

dSt.

troy—infinitely more vicious than the Will to Live—and

The charm of this little city is the high price charged
for everything. A stranger is “ spotted ” at once and he
is the prey of the townspeople.

but another veiled prophet.

Be not deceived,‘he is

His mask is that of a grin-

I’ve been all over, saw Wagner’s tomb, looked at the
outside of Walinfried and the inside of the theater.
I have seen Siegfried Wagner—who can’t conduct one-

W°rdS 316 Wtter With death and

which is noble and perfect in itself, and yet the true and

, 1 8,t°Pp.ed10verat Nuremberg and at a chamber concert

exalted expression of the words, usually selected from
master-poets ?

Herein, in this principle, lies the higher

future of the opera, which shall comprise the dramatic,
the lyric, and the humorous, leaving alone the murder¬
ous tragic.

^ ours in Senescence,
Old Fogy.

quarter as well as our own Walter Damrosch—walking
up and down the streets a tin demi-god, a reduced

Who would deny that Schumann, Franz,

Brahms, Grieg, Jensen, have given us worlds of ideal
specimens in their musicianly songs of just that melody

’

Beer, carriages, food,

pictures, music, busts, books, rooms, nothing is cheap.

Other composers, however, have successfully accom¬

A player’s soul must be in his finger-tins
1* «» .hop wood-.,

With
W,“ “■”»

All praise to the three pioneers, but thanks

also for having left us something to do.
,
Effect is legitimate so long as it serves to reinforce and
beautify musical thought. Mere orchestration ; mere mas¬
siveness of sound, vocal or instrumental; mere delicacy
or charm of sound, enchanting as it may be, is not the
art demonstration which constitutes a solid stone in the
immortal edifice of art.
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Of

the

unique under the sun. The sage then took the stone
and shaped it (I speak literally) alter his own mind, and
straightway it became not only a thing unique, but a
thing of price.

Its personality was no longer that of a

ably smooth,” they have o’erstepped their province.
The world has no need of pedants.
Just the right amount of learning varies with the

a man ought to develop himself artistically, so

great poets, painters, and musicians would be a n
sequence.

But, unfortunately, the artistic side is the weak

chance as no other stone could have chanced to be

pupil. A great nature with transcendent originality
can bear a great deal. One cast in a slighter mold

in the American.

shaped.

should be given much less.

nature.

rock, but that of a man.

Now it was shaped as no other man could or

Not but what mediocrity

It is not an important feature

There is no impeiious demand within h

It became a metaphor and stood

requires longer to master technic than genius, but tech¬

hear the best music, see the best pictuies, obtain th

No need to tell this primal artist that stones

nic is but the art or practice of expressing outwardly

architecture, encourage the best sculpture.

the inward meaning.

become a vital necessity with our people, true ar

would have shaped it.
lor him.

Before, it had been shaped by

were everywhere. He could point to his statue and boast
“ There is no such thing anywhere."

Learning, on the other band, is

familiarity with the meaning of other minds.

Life

Until

always remain an extraneous sort of growth, flouri

A picture in

should not all be spent in pondering over what others

largely because of the culture of a minority.

monotint is still a picture, while colors without logical

have thought, nor yet in learning to express what we

to get to the point where music is not merely an

have not learned to mean.

tickling process, or the result of a fad among pe

Form is the essential feature of art.

arrangement constitute but a daub of colors.

There was

Some time should be set

We

never an axiom so false as that which defines the whole

apart for thinking and acquiring meanings of our own.

with long purses who desire to emulate European e

as but the sum of the parts.

More erudition than can be digested makes a deplorable

ples.

and too common spectacle.

people.
Such a situation would be an enormous power am

Browning, who was at

least as much of a philosopher as a poet, expressed this
fact in the language of mysticism when he wrote,
" I know not if, save in this, such gift be allowed to man,
That out of three sounds he frame, not a fourth sound but a
star.”
*

I, for one, prefer to catch

the “personal ’’note among phrases rude and harshly
delivered, rather than listen to limpid streams of rhet¬
oric from the lips of fact crammed, devitalized echoers
of sentiments not their own.

reaches its consummate development;

not the crude

of vastly complicated equations.

The problem as it

stands in the notation may, indeed, be divisible by in¬
tegers, but, as it stands in the performance of the artist
it defies the mathematician and drives him into a forest
of fractions if he tries to reduce it to formula;.
Idiosyncrasy bends every line of the copy a little this
way or that, but if it is not to go too far it must
approximate universal generalizations.

If a man has

nothing novel in his constitution he becomes a cipher,
an impossibility.

If he has too much he becomes a

monstrosity. It is wearisome to see ourselves reflected
feature for feature, yet we can have no sympathy with
that which is altogether foreign.

Man, to use the lan¬

guage of pharmacy, is a mechanical mixture, not a
chemical compound.

The proportions of the mixture

a

vital

need with the Ame

our native composers, stimulating them to unu
efforts.

Let such a condition exist among a people

the characteristics such as are described above, and

tendency on the part of our composers to follow a

Music, seemingly the most impalpable, is, in reality

foreign lines will gradually disappear.

the most proportionate thing in the world. Form therein
symmetry of identical halves, but the subtle symmetry

It must be

There is much sense in these comments of the “ Chi¬
cago Times-Herald ”:
“ Until a community can learn to estimate music on
ts own account, and not with reference to certain favored
names, will any genuine musical atmosphere be created
At present there is scarcely any limit to the hollow pre¬
tense and affectation in the musical field. Hundreds
whose only desire is to follow a fashionable fad, cop v the
airs and manners ot musical connoisseurs, and assume
an interest in the classic music forms which they are far
from feeling, bevere music of the classic and scientific
school they neither understand nor enjoy, and yet with
an affectation which is most absurd, they L/’se to
indorse any other. Greater honesty and a more catholic
spint could not fail, therefore, tobroaden any “
field in a most desirable manner. There is plentv of
pod music by the best composers which wil/aerve to
“^‘re :'nd educate those who have not advanced to the
point of appreciating abstract forms and the
more
elaborate symphonies and music dramas, and such
music
deserves encouragement.”

African or Indian

It will no

music that will be the gen

American style, bnt it will be something emanating

the nature of the American people. It may em
certain characteristics of African, Indian, or even Ch

music ; it may be built upon German or French li

it may reflect the sturdiness of an Anglo Saxon auc
—but it will be thoroughly American at heart.

greatly-to-be-desired state of things will come when
as a nation, feel the need of music being a part o

life, as are the food we eat, the clothes we wear, and
dwellings in which we live.

Nil admirari seems to be the motto of a certain

of hearers at concerts. They do not go to enjoy, 0
criticise, and this latter faculty, the critical, beconi
abnormally active that the passive attitude oi drin
in the beauty of miuic becomes well nigh impose1

dozen when we wake tired and unnerved, force wells up

not obtainable by the piano teacher who wishes to us

best way to right up a disorganized digestion is to begin

within us.

it.

to seek opportunities of giving trifling pleasures to

gentle sleep when every other means fail, and, incident¬

others.

ally, cure catarrh if we are sufferers by it, and who is

They will be able to recognize them when played o

not?

the piano or sung, and to write them down.

Having laid hold of truth (which is wisdom), the very

One of the most necessary things in education

is the cultivation of the power of being easily amused.

Twenty through the nose at night will woo

A habit of breathing deeply when business per¬

There is nothing in which musicians fail more habitu¬

plexes, will absolutely take the place of stimulants.

ally.

fact, a craving for stimulants is the certain sign of a

children musical that exists—playing by ear!

resources ; none are so irritable ; none so frequently out
of harmony with life ; and, it is sad but true, none so

system debilitated or clogged from lack of oxygen.

simple melodies that do not modulate out of their key

habitually occupied exclusively with their own mental

vitality, the bath becomes more and more a source of

every letter has a corresponding number.

experiences.

health, and more and more a delight.

key of C-major, c is 1 ; d, 2 ; e, 3 ; f, 4, etc.

No class of professionals have so few mental

Now, “to look out and not in” is the

very first law of health.

In

In twenty weeks the children will make advanc

enough to sing simple harmonies together, at sight

Lastly, as the habit of breathing generates increased
It is doubtful

Along with this goes the most potent help in making

Selec

and, calling the key-note one, count up the scale unti

Thus, in the

“ Amer¬

As Goethe remarked long ago,

whether people who live on the allowance of oxygen

ica ” in this key would read : 1 | 1 | 2 | lower 7 | 1 | 2 |

“ Man reflecting on his physical and mental condition

which modern life affords, are in possession of vitality

generally finds himself sick.”

3|3|4|3|2|1|;2|1| lower 7 | 1, etc. ; the time
being at first supplied by memory and afterward beaten

There is no better for¬

mula for sleep than to take to bed some simple little

enough to go through the amount of bathing enforced by
present custom.
The tax is certainly great. But once

plan for the amusement of the youngest and oldest

begin to breathe and long for and enjoy exercise, and the

he has numbered the keys, yourself call off these

members of the family.

skin resumes its normal activity.

numbers as he plays them.

In providing pleasure for

others one always profits by the mental tonic one’s self.

Then respiration,

with the hand. Let the pupil sit at the piano and, afte

Every child will learn them

circulation, and digestion alike thirst for cold water, and
delight in it.

without difficulty and be delighted with the surprise.

the body nature has provided three energetic tonics

What of gymnastics ? Certainly, as much as you like ;
the more the merrier you will be. But breathe first, and

soon the children will begin to pick out everything they

which are but little appreciated : sun, air, and earth.

study gymnastics because you begin to rejoice in your

the piano lessons are acquired twice as fast and with

So much for the thinking faculties ! On possession of
mens sana, let ns proceed to corpore sano. Now, for

Since we have learned abont X-rays we know that there

body and in all the delights of motion that lie in it;

are associated with light vibrations producing chemical

because once more yon exult in the powers and joys of

effects that pass freely into the body, irrespective of
ordinary clothing. It is not too much to say that the

music is in the physical body and nowhere else.

human race is indebted to sunshine for its very exist¬
ence. Sunshine will draw out soreness from strained

life.

And let us whisper to you a secret.

The seat of
In the

body is the solar plexus,—the seat of the vital forces.

In

the body is the system of nerve centers which respond

or rheumatic joints ; sunshine will sooth and relax tired

to the emotions.

nerves as nothing else can. It will penetrate the entire
body with its restful, healing, and vitalizing vibrations,

that measures time and motion to our consciousness.

and literally invigorate it.

To walk in the sun, work

in the sun, lie in the sun are the very best things a tired
music teacher can do.
Not less healing and rejuvenating is the action of
earth on the body.
ing powers.

Humus possesses wonderful cleans¬

The mnd-baths which people take for all

sorts of disorders are an extreme use of what lies at
hand in country life.

Hours spent in the sun, out¬

stretched on the sea sand or on woodland moss among the
hills or under the fence in the pasture where the virtue

In the body is the rhythmic action

To the body we must look for every normal development
of the art which we profess.

Next time have ready another tune, and so on.

\ ery

hear in this way ; and you will find that the pieces in

twice as much pleasure as ever before.
Let each child procure a music copy-book and bring
her pencil.

The very first lesson should consist in

learning to make notes, and learning their value in con¬
nection with ability to write them.

Then comes spell¬

ing words on the staff, like b-e-g, c-a-b, b-a-g-g a g eVery young pupils may go through a musical writing-

book, which contains work of this kind, with profit.

Then comes arithmetic, which is best taught by working

out, in notes, questions like the following : Write a

measure in J time which shall contain two notes, one
Some writers express a fear lest the

prominence given

to amateur work in club programs may lead to a self-

containing three notes, etc. Twenty weeks will bring
young children through the difficulties of counting-

complacency sure to be fatal to individual growth and

They should always sing and beat the measures they

to the musical progress of a community.

Perhaps it is

well that many clubs arrange for artist programs several
times a year.

It sets a standard for the club members

to keep before them, and, at the same time, affords new
ideas and an inspiration to work.

write, which will make the rhythm of music a part o
their consciousness.
Then shonld follow a short period of practice
dancing steps and gestures in time to music.
way to make children realize the motion,

This is
an

accent,

qualities of tone.

Suffice it to say that, in general, the

shape of the pipes, the scale (ratio of the diameter to
the length), the size and shape of the mouth, the quan¬
tity of wind admitted to the pipe, the pressure of the
wind, aud the character of the nicking (fine nicks or
grooves

between the under lip and the languid) are

some of the details of construction which influence the

with the St. Diapason, with a 4-foot flute, or even with

himself in this branch of his work may rest assured tha

the 16-foot Bourdon (in the upper half of the keyboard).

as his ability to improvise increases so will he be bette

The string tone stops do not combine as well with the

fitted to fulfil the duties of a church organist; but—and

Oboe for solo work, but almost any flute blends well

it is a good sized but—it is only a step when this abilit

with a reed.

For a louder reed solo, the Cornopean or

to improvise becomes a downright nuisance by bein

swell Trumpet, combined with any of the above-named

forced upon one's hearers on every possible occasion

stops, excepting the string tone stops, is effective; and

Imagine the weariness of listening to improvisation, b

It is gener¬

with the Tremulant, when playing in the neighborhood

it ever so fine, for prelude, interludes, response, an

ally supposed that the material of which the pipe is

postlude twice a day for forty consecutive Sundays

constructed also influences the tone, though the fact that

of middle C, is frequently suggestive of a violin solo on
the G string. The Clarinet is generally combined with

some 8tops are constructed of different materials by

a soft 8 foot flute,—Melodia, for example; but it is

different builders tends to disprove the supposition.

more penetrating when combined with a soft 4-foot
flute, as Flute d’Amour.

quality of tone produced by an organ-pipe.

Organ-stops are also divided into foundation- and

in me

mutation-stops, the former incliulingall stopsof 32-, 16-,
8,4-, and 2-foot tone, while theQuint, Twelfth, Cornet,

great is satisfactory, or it may be combined with a

Furniture, Cymbal, and all other mixture-stops, are

Clarabella,

mutation-stops.

Again, we have flue and reed stops,

the former class including all stops but the reeds.

Solo

Doppelflbte,

Viola da Gamba.

Flute

Harmonique, or the

The Trumpet in the great rarely

sounds well unless combined with the Open Diapason

stops are those which have a suitable or striking charac¬

to give it volume and solidity.

A solo passage played

ter for solo purposes, as the Oboe, Clarinet, or any of the
Antes or imitative stops.

on full swell or full choir is rarely satisfactory, as a
combination of so many octaves and different tonecolors does not seem to be adapted to solo effects but
rather to chorus effects.

Does any organist serve such a diet to his hearers ? Mos

certainly. There are dozens of organists who do no
play a piece of printed music for prelude or postlude yea

after year. The writer well remembers attending servic

at a different church every Sunday morning and evening

for nearly six months, during which time only three

organ pieces and five arrangements were heard.
Let your congregation hear the works of good com¬

posers, even selecting simple compositions if necessary

and remember that good improvising is as much a trea

as little-neck clams ; but, like the clams, it must be
served sparingly, else it becomes a bore.—Etc.

Combinations.

It is well-nigh impossible to give any rules for com¬
bining organ-stops which do not have so many excep¬
tions that they cease to be rules, as the effect of every
combination depends fully as much on the music as
upon

the combination itself.

One combination will

sound well with close harmony and be objectionable
with open harmony. Another combination will be
pleasing for a solo if only the two upper octaves are
played, while a variation of the combination may im¬
prove the lower octaves and injure the upper octaves.
A third combination will give entire satisfaction for
short accompanying chords, but will be objectionable
for arpeggios.
If the passage to be played is written in close har¬
mony, with many sustained notes, having a rather
slow tempo, with the interest centering in the harmony
rather than in the melody, and a mezzo forte combina¬
tion is desired, the Open Diapason in the great, with

For striking combinations for producing contrasts
nothing is more satisfactory than a string-tone combi¬
nation followed by a flute tone combination.
principle is applicable to individual stops.

Any 8-foot flute

tone stop combined with a 4-foot string tone stop pro¬
vided the latter is the softer, will prove pleasing. A
moderate use of the Tremulant will heighten the effect.
As au illustration, the following combinations may be
named : St. Diapason and Violin, Melodia and Fugara
Clarabella (or Doppelfliite) and Gambette.

TECHNIC ?

A soft pass¬

age played on the Salicional and repeated on the St.
Diapason presents a strong contrast.

IS ORGAN STUDY AN OBSTACLE TO PIANO

The same

The 16 foot

Bourdon with 8-foot Salicional (or Viola), playing an
octave higher than the music is written, has the same
* ,
At11 8 foot 8tring tone stops combine well with a
4-foot flute-tone stop, unless the latter is louder than the
former.
For rapid arpeggio work or harp effects, each organ
possesses its own individual combination. Bourdon (16-

From a purely technical standpoint, organ study the
right kind of organ study—is far from being an obstacle

to piano technic, but, on the contrary, it is an imme

diate aid, inasmuch as it accomplishes several things.

First, the acquirement of a perfect legato ; second, the

habit of clearness in playing, for even the most carelefs
and slovenly of pupils will instantly detect his short

comings when placed at an organ ; third, the tendency

of organ study to steady even the most nervous and
erratic of players.

Add to these the opportunities the

organ affords for the study of tone-colors and for the
exercise of individual taste, and it must be conced
that the benefits to be derived from the study of this in

strnment are far-reaching in their influence on genera
musical culture. Schumann, who was possessed of the

that we are each dependent upon the other for some pecu¬

all the vowel sounds, by introducing them in sentences
selected for the purpose.

liar strength or gift, and that it is the aggregate which
Adjustment of Accent.

determines the purity and dignity of character of our
profession. Those who realize this, progress.
itself, is progress.

This, in

the thousand phases

have given the matter thought you will

Con¬

of diction afforded by co

models is of immense advantage to those who loo

probably say, with some warmth, accent is adjusted ;

a career.

which is precisely the point.

the proposition that “diction makes voice”?

It is most assuredly an

ever-present and infinitely varied factor in the giving

“DICTION MAKES VOICE.”
Here is a proposition—who shall refute it?

If you

Breadth and understanding of the vocal mission

never obtain without familiarity with the gTeat wo
and, other things being equal, an early acquaintance

Do my readers surmise that I am pledge

B

means ; but is it not true that there is a strong tende

out of sentences ; but accent is dormant in the sentence

on the part of many earnest stndents of method

itself.

overlook the influences of diction, beginning m

It is in diction that accent is a revealed force.

cerning this matter there is at present a strong tendency

It is this giving out of the sentence, constantly aiming

later than is necessary to blend these influences w

to a division in the ranks of masters of singing.

We

to adjust the vocal forces to the ever-varying shades of

pure tone study ?

have no intention of precipitating a discussion, but the

thought, compelling infinite control and incessant con¬

side of the question covered by the above title is worthy

trast, that promotes the growth of voice.

of thought.

definition of singing as any might be “ vocal control. ”

Its claim to truth can be substantiated.

Diction comprehends actual presentation of thought
through the medium of vocal tone. Its perfection is
determined, first, by purity of vowel ; second, by adjust
ment of accent; third, by distribution of stress ; fourth,
by adaptation to rhythm ; and fifth, by phrasing.
Diction comprehends actual presentation of thought
through the medium of vocal tone.
To students of pure tone as the means to the end, the
claim that any or all of these five considerations can
ultimately lead to the pure tone to which they are giving
so much time and thought appears presumptuous, and
perhaps justly so ; but if it can be shown that these
influences are more potent than they bad supposed, a
wider margin may be given to their opportunities for
growth, and quicker results will follow.
There must inevitably be a reaction from the extreme
position recently made popular by certain physicians
and professors.

They have gone so deeply into the

problem of tone in the scientific aspect that one wonders
why they and their followers do not sing

been determined with such nicety, the hollow spaces and
their relative and proportionate functions so exactly
described, that it would seem that the whole system was
reducible to a working formula, and that all one had to
do was to write a prescription, and behold, a voice ! But
they do not sing.

By taking a sentence with many difficulties of accent,
and singing it persistently, the difficulties of accent dis¬
appear.

The theories are beautiful ; the dis¬

Who shall say that this attribute of diction

does not insure vocal control—in other words, makes
voice?
Distribution of Stress.
In the singing field nothing excites admiration more
than the brilliancy of stress effects.
deny it.

It is useless to

A pleasant tone driven home by the intensity

A THEORY OF SINGING.

The following pithy, almost humorous write-u

the vocal profession by a noted London critic, taken t
the “Musical Standard,” is too good to be passed
The first inclination of the Vocal Editor was to edi
using to some extent the shears, especially on the p
graph referring to our American friend, but the a
sion to Sbriglia is of so much value to the young ar*
whose faces are turned Parisward that it has been
intact. Every line, while it may not be gospel, is ric
suggestive, and I advise students of voice to rea
through twice.

of passion and vitality is thrilling to the last degree.

It is impossible to open any musical paper nowad

To be sure, it must have its proper setting in an artistic
design ; the mind prepared by gradually leading up to

without being struck by the fact that the burning q
tion of the hour is voice production. Men, otherw

it; the associate demands of diction in equal perfection ;

of mild and conciliatory manners, will grow quite

but the effect is complete, and what of the effect upon

putatious and excited when their pet theories of s

the voice?

ing are attacked, and every teacher of singing appe

It is here that nerves defy muscles ; tones

spring into life with increased stress at every trial, and

to have liis own method, which he easily shows is ba

granted that the singer is wisely directed, we can not
deoy that this attribute of diction makes voice.

on nature.

It would not matter very much, per a

if the conflict were confined to professors tbem9e T

but such is not the fact, for nowadays almost ev

themselves.

The action and purposes of the various muscles have

As good a

Adaptation to Rhythm.

vocal aspirant is quite learned in the mechanism o

A voice which wandered aimlessly about regardless
of rhythmic discipline could command
associate with
thought.

no hearers

no others, or interpret no master’s

Rhythm is both spur and curb to the voice

voice.

And there is precious little science abou

I remember’ a clever young surgeon who told me

he once drove home with a young professor of voice P
dnetion who beguiled the time by expatiating on

It glides ; it stumbles ; it dallies*; it rushes ; it rests-

methods, and in the course of his exposition aire

all in the space of a page. It borrows its pulsations
from the cradle, the heart beat, the waves, the tramp of

phragm, and of the rest of the box of voice-pr

his knowledge of the larynx, the pharynx, t ie
11 <

pupil grows more musical and loves the study. The
book can be studied in place of the “ Sonatina Album ”
of K uhlan and Clementi. Volume i can be taken up as a
pupil leaves the instruction book. The importance of
interesting the pupil in the study is paramount to all
else. Without this, failure results. The pieces studied
figure very largely in determining the progress of the
pupil, and too much importance can not be attached to
it.
By the time this number has reached the subscribers
many teachers will have made a start into the new sea¬
son’s work, and others will be about commencing.
Both classes have failed in measuring up to their obliga¬
tions if they have not carefully considered their new
season’s work and have not prepared themselves in every
way possible for their coming work. New ideas, im¬
proved methods, new and valuable studies and drillprinciples are being brought to the attention of the pub¬
lic every month, and the teacher who does not keep up
with the times can only travel in the rear of the pro¬
cession.
The Etude is a music teachers’ exchange. Every¬
thing new and of value receives notice and discussion.
The editor is always on the lookout for new ideas, for
practical helps, light on old ideas, and all discussions
that can in any way help the earnest, progressively dis¬
posed teacher. Many directions are given to pupils, but
the one in print always stays longest. The Etude goes
into the pupil’s home, is always at hand, and the teacher
can call attention to anything that he wants the pupil
to study and to heed. No teacher can afford to be with¬
out the help of a music journal, and The Etude has no
peer in point of merit or circulation. Neither trouble
nor expense is considered in securing features to make
The Etude valuable, and the future months shall Bhow
no diminution in this constant endeavor.

At the beginning of the new season every teacher who
believes in The Etude because he has received help

Mb. Tapper’s latest work, “ Pictures of Great Com¬
posers,” is in press and on our special offer list. We
desire that all interested should know of this new book.
It is a book for children on the great composers. Very
little literature of this kind exists. This book should
be welcomed by all music lovers. It can be read by
parent, child, and teacher. It will be just the book for
a studio table for pupils to read while waiting for les¬
sons. It will be on our special offer but a short time
longer, and 50 cents will purchase one now and we
pay transportation. If the book is charged to the ac¬
count of any of our patrons, postage is added. Send in
your order. It can not be bought for double the price
when the book is once published. Our special offers are
never disappointing. We have yet to hear of any dis¬
satisfaction from any one who has taken advantage of
any of them. Let us have your order before it is too
late.

If you have not selected your dealer for this season
write to us for terms and catalogues. Why not try us
for a season ?

The new pipe-organ instructor, “ Graded Materialsfor
the Practice of the Pipe organ,” by J. H. Rogers, is
about ready, and this month will be the last chance to
procure a copy at a low price. It contains the best
graded course for pipe-organ we have ever met. Mr.
Rogers is a practical organist of vast experience, and an
educator who understands the needs of the American
student. The book will contain many selections, and
can be used in church. Even if you do not teach, but
hold a church position, you will find the book valuable
E-fty cents will procure a copy if the money is sent now.
Remember that the offer is good only for this month.

we nave made preparations for a large trade. Ou
stock has been enlarged ; new shelving built. We nov
cover three floors, each 150 feet long. Our large busines
in
on sale ’ music entails a great amount of extn

of the American, as we have had less complaint from
this than from the foreign ; and we fill all orders with
this unless we hear to the contrary. The price of bot
is the same : $2.50 net for the one without bell, $3 50 ne
with bell, with 25 cents additional for postage on each
We also allow a small discount where a quantity is pur
chased at one time. We hope to receive your orders.

Special Renewal Offer for September—To

those of our subscribers who renew their subscription
during the present month we make the following offer
For $2.25 we will renew their subscription for one yea
and send them, postpaid, a new-style music satchel
carrying music by simply folding it once, instead o
wearing it out by rolling it. Of these satchels we have
sold a great number, and they have given the greates
satisfaction. They can be furnished either in tan or in
black. Just at the beginning of the season this is a
good opportunity for obtaining a very necessary article
If it is possible for you to send one other subscription
besides your own, with $3.00 in cash, we will send yon
a copy of our new work, “Modern Sonatinas,” an ad¬
vertisement of which will be found elsewhere in these
pages ; if you send us two new' ones besides yonr own
we will send you, postpaid, a copy of Mr. Mathews new
work for the use of musical clubs, entitled “3 be Mas¬
ters and Their Music.” This is one of the most valua¬
ble books on our catalogue.

*.*•
The coming season, without doubt, is going to be one
of the most successful ones which all of ns have ever ex
perienced. Everything points that way. The manu
facturers are extremely busy, and we know Irom °nr
own experience that even here, in the month of Angus
there has been very little falling-off in our business
Schools and teachers should prepare for this, just as we
have been. Every one should receive his share. Those
with a “ tact ” for business will be the greatest gainers
Bring yourself before the public ; let the people in ^ ^
neighboring towns know that you have a school , 8
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Writing Primer i,r Music Students
A SERIES OF PRACTICAL EXERCISES FOR ACQUIRING A
KNOWLEDGE OF THE RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC.

M. S, MORRIS.

35

2801. Schmitt, J. Op. 248, No. 3. Sona¬
tina in C Major. Grade II.

2S42. Hitz, Franz. Op. 203.
Mill. Grade III...
30 |

This is a very useful sonatina for pupils in the lower
grades. It is melodious, clear in form and verv
thoroughly edited. It has two movements.

2802. Schmoll, A. Op. 61. Sonatina in
C Major. Grade II.

35 |

THEODORS PRESSER,
1708 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia

HAND GYMNASTICS.
The Basis of Pianoforte Technic,
By W. FRANCIS OATES.

A clear and concise statement of a variety of Hand
Gymnastics for the acquirement of technic without the
use of gymnastic apparatus.
EACH EXERCISE ACCURATELY DESCRIBED.

Bolero.

Grade II.

jfcTl0jl0U8’ attraet>ve piece in a popular rhythm
Dth hands rwfil
VP attention.
aYt*»ntinr.
r
3
Both
receive

2816. Sorrentino, Eugenio. Willow Grove
March. Four Hands. Grade III...

.

30 Cento Per Dozen, Net

THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa.

2824. Restless.

Polonaise..

*M®,?91 0t ***/ teaching pieces with good, pictur¬
esque titles, especially valuable in stimulating a feel
tng for expression.
* * ,ee|-

A fine, broad .song, suitable for concert or church
use.

[2855. Thome, Francis. Love Sonnet. Song
for Soprano or Tenor. Grade V.

y

Tarantella.

2825. To the Dance.

2853. Marks, Eugene F. As Pants the
Hart. Duet for Soprano and Con¬
tralto. Grade III.... .

12854. Goublier, G.
A Song of Praise.
Song for Medium Voice. Grade IT,

Mv

2823. Cradle Song.

It is one of the

A very useful sacred duet.

A transcription of a Cossack folk-song that is very
attractive to those who seek pure melody.
y

GAIK IN THE STUDENT’S PLAYING.
Price, S Cents Each.

75

40

THEIR USE WILL PRODUCE A MARKED

A splendid piece for the study of the staccato
touch.

Suitable for palriotic occasions.
best on the market.

2818. Pasternack, Joseph. Op 10 No 2
Shoumka. Danse Ukraine.’ Grade

2820-2825. Engelmann, H. Op. 372
First Repertoire. Grade II.

A piece of the true spring-song type. A melody
accompanied by arpeggios, divided between the two
hands.

|2852. Gilchrist, W. W.
The Reign of
Peace. Song for Medium Voice,
20 I
with Chorus. Grade III.

fUl1, Tery brilliant' an<i let not

2820. Lost in Thought. Reverie,
2821. In Silent Night. Nocturne,
2822. A Happy Return. Hunt¬
ing Song.

Every teacher should keep a supply of these inex
pensive leaflets on hand and supply them to students.

30

A fine arrangement of the march popularized bv
the celebrated Banda Rossa. It is made from the

d?fflcuU°re *"d

A fine piece to interest a pupil as well as to help
him toward technical improvement. The murmur
of the mill is indicated by an accompaniment of
sixteenth notes.

12849. Bohm, C. Op. 162. Staccato Etude.
Grade III.

A splendid piece to interest young pupils, and a
fine study m phrasing.
y
'

2804. Behr, F.

The Merry

12846. Hollaender, Victor.
Op. 3, No. 1.
SpriDg Song. Grade V.

PRICED SO CENTS.
2803. Schmoll, A.
Op. 63.
Children’s
Round Dance. Grade II.

Grade IV....

A fine piece, particularly adapted for teaching pur¬
poses. Arpeggios divided between the two hands.

A good sonatina for use as an Introduction into
the higher forms of pianoforte music.' There is not
a dry measure in the piece.

It Is s primer giving writing exercises to be done eeperately from th.
book, on paper or mnsic tablet paper. We would recommend Clarke'i
Muaic Tablet. No knowledge of mnsio is preeuppoeed, but the begin
ner Is taught the rudiments of mnsic by writing the exercises Sent
for one copy for the next beginner yon have. Ton will be please,
with It.

Leaf.

A good study for facile finger technic, and at the
same lime an interesting, attractive piece, just the
thing to give pupils who want pieces and who need
technical drill.

25

This is especially recommended for concerts and
recitals, in which it has been very popular. It is one
of the most artistic and yet melodious of the many
French songs in the market.

30 2856. Baltzell, W. J.
The Song You
Sung That Night. Song for Me30
dium Voice. Grade III.
A useful song somewhat in the style of the English
30
30

ballad, melodious and agreeable to the singer.

30 2859. Douty, Nicholas.
For Nell. Song
for Medium Voice. Grade III.
A fine song, especially suitable for encore purposes.
In the old English style.

